Tower: A Novel

Born into a rough Brooklyn neighborhood,
outsiders in their own families, Nick and
Todd forge a lifelong bond that persists in
the face of crushing loss, blood, and
betrayal. Low-level wiseguys with little
ambition and even less of a future, the
friends become major players in the
potential destruction of an international
crime syndicate that stretches from the
cargo area at Kennedy Airport to the streets
of New York, Belfast, and Boston to the
alleyways of Mexican border towns. Their
paths are littered with the bodies of
undercover cops, snitches, lovers, and
stone-cold killers. In the tradition of The
Long Goodbye, Mystic River, and The
Departed, Tower is a powerful meditation
on friendship, fate, and fatality. A
twice-told tale done in the unique format of
parallel narratives that intersect at deadly
crossroads, Tower is like a beautifully
crafted knife to the heart. Imagine a
Brooklyn rabbi/poet -- Reed Farrel
Coleman -- collaborating with a mad Celt
from the West of Ireland -- Ken Bruen -- to
produce a novel unlike anything youve
ever encountered. A ferocious blast of
gut-wrenching passion that blends the
fierce granite of Galway and the streetwise
rap of Brooklyn. Fasten your seat belts, this
is an experience that is as incendiary as it is
heart shriven.

Editorial Reviews. Review. An Amazon Best Book of December 2017: We chose The Girl in the Tower: A Novel
(Winternight Trilogy) by [Arden,.The red room of pain in Fifty Shades of Grey would fit right into Trump Tower, a new
novel by Jeffrey Robinson that reads like a male version of DanielleThe Man in the Tower: A Novel [Michael Kruger,
A. Leslie Willson, Leslie Wilson] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A lonely German painterSo heres the deal
. . . THE DARK TOWER obliterated my long-running book funk. I read all ten of the original series graphic novels,
then I read the five from theThe Black Tower: A Novel [Louis Bayard] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
From Louis Bayard, the acclaimed author of Mr. Timothy andAt the heart of Babel Tower are two law cases, twin
strands of the This hugely ambitious novel, the third volume of a projected tetralogy, continues the tale ofHe challenged
the long-awaited most difficult event Tower in the Sky but got transferred He then became the owner of the Tower with
a pretty administrator. The Raven Tower, to be published in early 2019, features gods Ann Leckie The Raven Tower
Orbit Books first fantasy novel Ancillary Sword.The Tower is a 1973 novel by Richard Martin Stern. It is one of the two
books drawn upon for the screenplay Stirling Silliphant wrote for the movie The ToweringThe Dark Tower is a fantasy
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novel by American writer Stephen King, the seventh book and final book in his Dark Tower series. It was published by
Grant onEditorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Divided into two halves, this short, brutally poetic Tower: A
Novel by [Bruen, Ken, Coleman, Reed Farrel].
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